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DFT calculations on the electronic structure of CuTe2 and Cu7Te4
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Abstract

The electronic structures of CuTe2 and Cu7Te4 were determined from first principles. The band structures, densities of states and pr
contributions of atomic states were calculated with DFT ASW- and FP-LAPW codes. Both compounds stabilize by establishing
instead of ionic systems. This behaviour is explained in terms of partly occupied valence bands that result from a range of Cu–T
and Te–Te bonding. As a consequence the Cu–d states show contributions to the valence states, while their maxima lie at−2 eV below the
Fermi energy. In CuTe2 the bonding of Te–Te–π∗ and Cu–d states leads to an overlap of valence and conduction bands. Thus the c
of the valence band is of Cu–eg and Te–p character.
 2003 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The relation of structures and electronic properties
solid state Cu compounds is of great interest in research
only since the discovery of high temperature supercond
tors [1], but also because of magnetic effects (Cu2O [2],
CuF2 [3]) and ionic conductivity [4]. Ternary copper com
pounds like the chalcopyrite [5] reached a huge interest
cause of the combination of semiconducting behaviour
transparency. The properties of these compounds are
understood in terms of their electronic structure. At le
first principle calculations within the framework of dens
functional theory (DFT) served as helpful methods her
[2–5,18].

By contrast we have less knowledge on the electro
structure of the heavier chalcogenides that provide a l
variety of interesting structures and compositions wit
which CuTe2 and Cu7Te4 serve as two interesting exampl
of the Te-rich and Cu-rich sides of the binary Cu–Te sys
[6,7].

CuTe2 is a pyrite type compound (Fig. 1) and its cry
tal structure was recently refined on high pressure syn
sized single crystals [8]. AX2 compounds of this struc
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ture contain diatomic entities (here Te–Te) in the octa
dral holes of an FCC sublattice of atom type A (here C
Transferring the ionic picture of pyrite (FeS2) itself, one
might expect an ionic description of “Cu2+(Te2)2−”. On
the other hand, a Cu–d9 configuration would be expecte
to cause a Jahn–Teller distortion [9]. As for CuTe2 the
pyrite type was determined by X-ray structure determina
with copper appearing in an environment of cubic symm
try where only the angles slightly differ from an ideal o
tahedron, while the distances to the six Te neighbours
equal. The experimental observation of metallic conduc
ity shows the necessity to use an enhanced descriptio
the electronic structure of CuTe2. There are earlier mea
surements on the magnetic susceptibility, NMR and e
trical resistivity of copper dichalcogenides [10]. Howev
the electronic structure could not be understood and the
ture of valence and conduction bands are “not really kno
giving three “possible schemes” for the contribution ofg,
s and/or t2g electrons to the local susceptibilities on the
sites.

Cu7Te4 is also found to show metallic conductivity.
was found [11] to crystallize in a layered structure
trigonal symmetry (Fig. 2) with an inversion centre (P 3̄m1),
contrary to an older publication (P3m1 [12]). Te atoms
form a distorted hexagonal sublattice. The Te layers

connected by copper atoms in two different tetrahedral
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of CuTe2, the “CuTe6”-octahedra and Te–Te unit
are highlighted.

Fig. 2. Crystal structure of Cu7Te4, two layers connected by Cu1, filled b
Cu3 and Cu2.

holes. A third Cu site within every second layer leads to
alternating copper-rich and copper-poor sandwich struct
As a consequence this Cu atom is connected to only t
Te and a layered-like network of Cu–Cu and Cu–Te bond
formed. For the Te atoms the layering results in two dist
coordination spheres. These match in the coordination b
Cu within 2.8 Å in one hemisphere, but differ within th
second hemisphere where only one Te site is coordinate
a seventh Cu atom, while the other one is uncoordinate
to a distance of 3.8 Å where four Te atoms appear. F
these considerations the point of interest was to investi
how the local structure and the nature of the Cu–Te and
Cu bonds are represented in the electronic structure. Ag
the composition does not indicate a simple ionic picture w

a formal charge of+1.25 at the Cu site.
,

2. Computational details

The band structures of CuTe2 and Cu7Te4 were calculated
out within the framework of density functional theory (DF
in its local density approximation (LDA) [13] to the ele
tron exchange and correlation. Density of states and b
structures were calculated using the accurate full pote
linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method [1
For the exchange-correlation potential the LDA approxim
tion was used as parametrized by Perdew and Wang
Brillouin-zone integrals were approximated using the s
cial k-point sampling of Monkhorst and Pack [16]. The d
ference in total energies is converged to below 0.002
with respect tok-point integration and kinetic energy cu
off. Therefore, the same matrix size (approximately 97 pl
waves per atom) in the BZ was used in each of the total
ergy calculations. Thek-point mesh was varied to a size
9 × 9 × 9. This was found sufficient to achieve the desi
accuracy.

Further we carry out an analysis of the chemical bond
obtained from the covalent bond energy conceptECOV [17]
implemented within the ASW method by V. Eyert [18
Referring the reader to these publications for details
suffices to mention here that negativeECOV values point
to bonding states because they contribute to the stabilit
the system while positiveECOV are relevant to antibondin
states.ECOV can be resolved for pair interactions within
crystal lattice, i.e., Cu–Te, Te–Te and Cu–Cu.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The electronic band structure of CuTe2 and Cu7Te4

The electronic structures of CuTe2 and Cu7Te4 were
carried out using the experimentally determined crys
lographic parameters [8,11]. Searching for the electro
ground states for both compounds paramagnetic con
rations were found to be the lowest in energy. That ag
with the experimental results [10]. The corresponding b
structures are given in Figs. 3 and 4. One can observe
both compounds exhibit gaps above the Fermi energy. In
case of Cu7Te4 one can clearly observe that it just misses
be a semiconductor: The Fermi energy crosses the hig
occupied bands. Counting the bands we find that one
per formula unit is built in the conduction band. This cor
sponds with the previous considerations within the ionic p
ture, where one electron is missing to create Cu+ and Te2−
ions. Another issue of interest is the highly dispersing ba
at the Fermi level. The character of valence and conduc
band will be shown subsequently by the site projected D

CuTe2 also shows highly dispersing bands crossed by
Fermi energy. A gap is indicated in the band structure
relatively high energies of+2.5 eV. This situation can agai

be described in terms of a partly filled valence band. There
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Fig. 3. Electronic band structure of CuTe2 from FP-LAPW calculations.

Fig. 4. Electronic band structure of Cu7Te4 from FP-LAPW calculations.

is a huge overlapping of band groups near the Fermi en
that can be understood by the site projected density of st

3.2. Site projected density of states and chemical bonding
properties of CuTe2

We analyze the character of the bands and the m

interactions Cu–Te and Te–Te by the use of site projected
.

Fig. 5. Site projected density of states (PDOS) on atoms for CuTe2.

DOS and the covalent bond energy conceptECOV. First
we find the typical features of a pyrite type compou
due to a molecular X–X unit. Thus the bands at−10 eV
must be attributed toσ ∗

s/s bands, as seen in Fig. 5. Th
are followed byπp, πp and π∗

p , that would be completel

filled in a [Te2]2− model. This is not observed for th
current calculations on CuTe2, where the Fermi level crosse
π∗

p -like bands. They interact with Cu–d states that lie wit
the same energy range. With the Cu–d maxima at−3 eV
CuTe2 differs from other pyrite type 3d metal disulfide
(AS2, A = Fe, Ni). For those disulfides LDA calculation
predict the transition metal 3d orbitals just below the Fe
energy forming the valence band [20]. In the case of Cu2
the valence band is built by strongly mixed states. T
contributions of both Cu and Te orbitals are shown in
orbital projected DOS (Fig. 6). The states at the Fermi le
indicate that Cu–d orbitals are not completely filled. T
is due to bonds between the transition metal-eg and πp
states of the X2-entity that are well-known within pyrite typ
compounds.

Moreover, the analysis of the AO contributions to t
bands of CuTe2 shows that the bands at the Fermi le
are the result of bonding between copper s, p, and d s
with Te–p and –d orbitals. From theECOV analysis, we find
Cu–Cu and Te–Te interactions to be small as compare
Cu–Te so that only the Cu–Te covalent bond energy
within CuTe2 is shown in Fig. 6(b). TheECOV characterizes
a half bonding and half antibonding behaviour. Antibond
states at the top of the VB extend above the Fermi le
This leads to conclude that neither the Cu–d states are
occupied nor the upper states of the [Te2]2− units.

This situation was described by a depletion of meta
charge density towards the anionic neighbor and at the s
time with notable back bonding via metal s and p states
alloys. The reason for this behaviour is to be found in
relative atomic orbital energies of the A and X atom. T
energy difference between the highest occupied Cu and

lowest unoccupied Te orbitals is not high enough to lead to a
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Fig. 6. (a) Site projected density of states (PDOS) on atomic orbitals
CuTe2. (b) The covalent bond energy for the Cu–Te interaction accoun
for all 4Cu and 8Te in the structure as obtained from ASW calculations

complete charge transfer corresponding to the ionic pict
On the contrary, the near lying energy levels enable a l
degree of overlap leading to a broad valence band. T
is successfully described by the electronic band struct
The situation is rather similar to that in the metallic pyr
type AuSb2, where the relative energy levels of interacti
orbitals lead to negatively charged Au [19,20].

3.3. Site projected density of states for Cu7Te4

In Cu7Te4 we observe a band gap at+0.1 eV in the
calculated band structure (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, the hig
occupied states cross the Fermi level, so that Cu7Te4 just
misses to be a semiconductor. The density of states (Fi
shows a different behaviour of the Cu states than in Cu2
with a larger broadening of the maxima from−5 to+0.1 eV
and less contributions at the Fermi energy. The shap
the DOS for the different Cu sites are similar, while t
distinct coordination for one Cu site (Cu1 in Fig. 7) by
is represented in slight deviations of its density of sta

The main characteristics of the DOS are due to Cu–Cu
t

Fig. 7. Site projected density of states (PDOS) on Te atoms in Cu7Te4
LAPW calculations.

Fig. 8. Site projected density of states (PDOS) on Cu and Te atomic orb
for Cu7Te4.

interactions and come along with the Cu–d states (Fig
We observe a bonding with 4s and 4p orbitals of cop
within the valence band that is very low.

The densities of states for Te indicate contributions
the entire valence band from−0.6 to +0.1 eV. The main
difference between the two Te sites is found in the sha
peak for Te1 at−4 eV while Te2 shows less discrete b
broader contributions. According to the orbital projec
DOS (Fig. 8) this can be directly related to p states t
point towards Cu for Te2, but act as lone pairs for Te1. T
chemical bonding features can be, here too, made exp
from the covalent bond energyECOV computed within the
aforementioned ASW method [18]. Despite the prese
of three different Cu positions we only show the Cu–
interaction for one of them as the Cu–Cu interaction
significant in Cu7Te4. This is given in Fig. 9, respectivel
in two panels; we stress that in order to make comparis
pertinent we show the interactions atom to atom des
different site multiplicity. The Cu–Te interaction is simil
to that observed in CuTe2 in the sense of a half bondin

(lower energy part) and half antibonding (upper energy part)
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Fig. 9. Covalent bond energy of atom-to-atom interaction within Cu7Te4.

VB which is dominated by Cu–Te interaction extending
above the Fermi level (not fully occupied). One can not
less bonding as well as antibonding characters for the
Te1 (in-layer) as with respect to the Cu–Te interaction wh
prevails between layers. This can be explained by the
that less Cu is involved in the bonding with Te within t
layers and this is shown by the Cu–Cu interaction in
lower panel of Fig. 9. Regardless of which Cu posit
is involved, one can see that the Cu–Cu interaction
antibonding within the VB but vanishes at the Fermi leve

In summary we see the stabilization of a Cu–Te com
sition that is done by establishing a metallic situation. Ag
the stabilization is not done by a total charge transfer fr
Cu to Te like in an ionic compound, but by a system of hu
Cu–Te and Cu–Cu interactions leading to a broad vale
band that is not fully occupied. The two types of bond
contribute in their way to establish that situation: Cu–
interactions lead to a broadening of the Cu–d contributi
over a large energy interval reaching the Fermi energy, w

the Cu–Te bonds dominate near the Fermi energy. This ex-
plains the flat and broad bands previously described for
band structure.

4. Conclusion

The electronic band structures of CuTe2 and Cu7Te4 have
been investigated within density functional theory metho
Both compounds are found to be metals. While their b
structures exhibit gaps above the Fermi energy they m
to be semiconductors. Characteristic for both compound
the strong mixing of Cu–s, –p, –d and Te–p and –s st
building broad bands at the Fermi level that are parti
occupied. This explains the metallic behaviour and is
result of the energetically close atomic orbital levels of
3d, 4sp and Te 5p that allow a strong mixing. Thus a meta
state with partially unoccupied Cu–d orbitals (d10−x) is
energetically preferred to a suggested ionic configurat
Both Cu–Te systems do not stabilize by establishing io
compounds with a total charge transfer from Cu to Te
by broad, partly filled valence bands, built by large Cu–C
Te–Cu and Te–Te interactions.
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